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 On January 17, 2019, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) announced an initiative 
on the inappropriate use of restraint and seclusion.

 The initiative is overseen by ED’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR), in partnership with 
ED’s Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS).

 As part of the initiative, OCR has made restraint and seclusion the focus of its 
primary proactive compliance activities for this fiscal year.

 OCR’s current focus on restraint and seclusion includes compliance with federal 
disability antidiscrimination laws and improvement of data quality.

 The initiative includes OCR providing technical assistance to local educational 
agencies (LEAs) on data quality, to ensure that they are collecting and reporting 
accurate CRDC restraint and seclusion data.
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 The CRDC, which began in 1968, is a biennial collection of 
district- and school-level data.

 The data are collected from nearly every public school district.
 The CRDC collects data on civil rights indicators related to 

educational opportunity at the early childhood through grade 
12 levels.

 The CRDC is a mandatory collection by the U.S. Department of 
Education. 
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 The quality of the CRDC data is affected by completeness, validity, and reliability. 
o LEAs and their schools must ensure that all required information is provided in 

the required timeframe. 
o Embedded edit checks in the CRDC data submission tool assist LEAs to detect 

incompleteness and inconsistencies in reported data. 
 LEAs must ensure that all warnings (while submitting the data) are properly 

addressed. 
o LEAs must review their data with scrutiny and pay attention to how they are 

reporting their data. 
o To address accuracy and reliability, LEAs are encouraged to look for outliers in 

their data. 
o LEAs are welcome to contact the Partner Support Center (PSC) or OCR directly 

for assistance.
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Since the 2009-10 CRDC collection, OCR has required the 
reporting of restraint and seclusion data, including the: 
 Number of non-IDEA students (i.e., students not served by the Individuals 

with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)) subjected to mechanical restraint, 
physical restraint, or seclusion—disaggregated by race, sex, and whether 
the student is served by Section 504 only or an English Learner (EL); 

 Number of IDEA students (i.e., students with disabilities served by IDEA) 
subjected to mechanical restraint, physical restraint, or seclusion—
disaggregated by race, sex, and EL status; and 

 Number of instances of mechanical restraint, physical restraint, and 
seclusion—disaggregated by students without disabilities, students with 
disabilities served by IDEA, and students with disabilities served by Section 
504 only.
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 When reporting 
Restraint and Seclusion 
data, respondents 
should first review the 
Module Instructions 
(found on both the 
CRDC School Form and 
the CRDC Data 
Submission Tool). 
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 Respondents should review all definitions to make sure they 
are understood and align with how students and instances are 
reported: 

o Mechanical restraint 
o Physical restraint 
o Seclusion
o IDEA
o Non-IDEA
o English Learner (EL) 
o Students with Disabilities (Section 504 only)
o Ungraded
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Restraint and Seclusion Reporting 
Guidance
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 Questions RSTR-1 and RSTR-2 collect data on the number of 
students who were subjected to restraint or seclusion at least 
once. 

 Question RSTR-3 collects data on the number of instances of 
restraint or seclusion.

 The number of instances (RSTR-3) should be equal to or 
greater than the number of students (RSTR-1 and RSTR-2) 
because one student could be restrained or secluded on one 
or multiple occasion(s).
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 Students subjected to restraint or seclusion (RSTR-1 and -2)

o RSTR-1: Number of non-IDEA students, (i.e., students not served by 
IDEA, including students served by Section 504 only).  

o RSTR-2: Number of IDEA students (i.e., students served by IDEA).

 Instances of restraint or seclusion (RSTR-3)

o RSTR-3: Number of instances for students without disabilities, 
students with disabilities (IDEA), and students with disabilities 
(Section 504 only).
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 RSTR-1a, 1b, and 1c collect information for students subjected to 
mechanical restraint, physical restraint, or seclusion who are non-
IDEA, disaggregated by race/ethnicity and sex, and then capture a 
subset of students who are reported as English Learner (EL) non-IDEA 
students by sex, and Section 504 only students by sex. 

 For example, RSTR-1a mechanical restraint table:
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 RSTR-2a, 2b, 2c collect information for students subjected to 
mechanical restraint, physical restraint, or seclusion that are classified 
as IDEA, disaggregated by race/ethnicity and sex, and then capture a 
subset of students who are reported as English Learner (EL) IDEA 
students by sex.

 For example, RSTR-2a mechanical restraint table:
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 RSTR-3 collects data for the number of instances of mechanical 
restraint, physical restraint, or seclusion that occurred at the school 
during the school year, for students without disabilities, students with 
disabilities (IDEA), and students with disabilities (Section 504 only).  

 RSTR-3 table:
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 When to Use Null Values: When entering data on screen, if a data element does not apply, then leave the 
cell null (i.e., blank). 

o When submitting data through a flat file, use a null value (i.e., blank) if data are missing or not applicable. 
o For example, elementary schools will have null values (i.e., blanks) for items that only apply to middle schools 

or high schools. 
 When to Report Zero (0): If data are available and applicable for a given school or LEA, but no students fall 

in that particular category, then report 0. 
o Zeros represent an actual count or number for fields that are applicable to a given school or LEA. 
o Inputting a 0 indicates that the data element is applicable to a school or LEA, and there is a count available. 
o When the CRDC data are published, zeros are included in calculations for averages, means, percentages and 

other statistical measures.
 When to Use NS: There may be situations where a data value is incorrectly uploaded and needs to be 

deleted. 
o A null value (i.e., blank) in a file upload will not over-write an existing value in a field, so in these cases, submit 

the value "NS" to return the data to a "not submitted" or null status. 
o NS only applies to file uploads and is not used in the on-screen data entry.
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 When to Use Null Values: When entering data on screen, if a data element does not apply, then leave the 
cell null (i.e., blank). 

o For example, jurisdictions where the use of restraint and seclusion are prohibited will have null values (i.e., 
blanks) for all restraint and seclusion items. 

o An action plan will be required. 
 When to Report Zero (0): If data are available and applicable for a given school or LEA, but no students fall 

in that particular category, then report 0. 
o For example, if it’s possible for a school to have a student subjected to restraint or seclusion, but the school did 

not have any students or instances to report for a particular school year, then 0 would be applicable to the 
fields for the restraint and seclusion questions. 

 When to Use NS: There may be situations where a data value was incorrectly uploaded and needs to be 
deleted. 

o For example, if a school reports 0 students subjected to restraint or seclusion, but then realizes that these 
fields should be left blank because data are not collected on restraint and seclusion, then the school should 
enter “NS” into the restraint or seclusion fields in order to revert the fields to a null status. 

o NS only applies to file uploads and is not used in the on-screen data entry.
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 There are three error checks built into the data submission 
tool that address potential discrepancies in restraint and 
seclusion data: 
1. Within IDEA, Section 504 only, and students without disabilities, if the number 

of restrained or secluded students is greater than 0, then the number of 
instances of mechanical restraint, physical restraint, or seclusion for that 
specific group of students must be greater than 0. 

2. If the number of instances of restraint or seclusion is 100 or greater, then the 
number of students subjected to restraint or seclusion should be less than the 
number of instances of restraint or seclusion. 

3. If there are 50,000 or more students enrolled, an error is triggered if the 
instances of mechanical restraint, physical restraint, or seclusion is not greater 
than 0.
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 When a school or LEA is unable to provide required CRDC 
data, OCR requires the development and submission of an 
action plan to ensure that accurate and complete data are 
submitted for the next collection cycle.  
o This includes LEAs and schools that do not collect data due to policies that 

prohibit restraint and seclusion of students. 

 To activate the action plan feature in the submission tool, 
you must send an email to the Partner Support Center, 
CRDC@aemcorp.com, with the subject line “Action Plan 
Request,” and your district’s name, state, and 7 digit NCES 
LEA ID in the body of the email. 
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 Prior to submitting an action plan, the LEA will need to do the following:
o Identify all data elements that cannot be provided for the current collection and 

why the data cannot be provided.
o Determine who will be responsible for collecting such data in the future.
o Identify how such data will be collected in the future and how the school or LEA 

will ensure that the data will be complete and accurate for the next CRDC.
o Determine the steps, timelines and responsible parties for the following tasks:

 Notifying responsible school or LEA personnel; 
 Creation or modification of data collection systems; and 
 Collection of complete and accurate data.

 Prior to the start of the next collection, LEAs with action plans will be:
 Contacted by the PSC reminding them to review their action plans to ensure that they are on track to implement their plan 

prior to the start of the next collection; and 
 Overseen by OCR as to plan implementation and receive outreach to permit OCR to review the LEA’s progress.
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 Tips for Reviewing Data in the CRDC
 CRDC Data Tip: Reporting Students with Disabilities
 CRDC Data Tip: Zeros, Null and NS
 CRDC How to Create an Action Plan for Missing Data
 CRDC How to Activate and Complete an Action Plan
 2017-18 School Form 
 2017-18 LEA Form

 Additional resources can be found on the CRDC Resource Center website 
https://crdc.grads360.org. 
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https://crdc.grads360.org/#communities/pdc/documents/17707
https://crdc.grads360.org/#communities/pdc/documents/17716
https://crdc.grads360.org/#communities/pdc/documents/17703
https://crdc.grads360.org/services/PDCService.svc/GetPDCDocumentFile?fileId=33747
https://crdc.grads360.org/services/PDCService.svc/GetPDCDocumentFile?fileId=34037
https://crdc.grads360.org/#communities/pdc/documents/16876
https://crdc.grads360.org/#communities/pdc/documents/16875
https://crdc.grads360.org/


 Please contact the CRDC Partner Support Center (PSC) or OCR 
with any questions or concerns that you may have related to 
the CRDC.

oPSC 
 Telephone: 1-855-255-6901
 Email: CRDC@aemcorp.com

oOCR
 Email: OCRdata@ed.gov
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